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The Flush Finish Cavity Slider Solution

Full Height Installation Instructions
Step 1

HEAD PIECE

Unwrap and separate Cavity, Head Piece and Closing Jamb.

Step 2
Attach Head Piece to the Cavity and the Closing Jamb and fix to studs.
CLOSING
JAMB

Step 3
Align the Cavity to the wall line and fix through metal base plate.
* Note: Due to the variety of floor types, plate fixings are not supplied.

Step 4
Fix the hanger plate to the top of the door as per the diagram at right.

Step 5

CAVITY

Unscrew 110mm piece of track.

Step 6

GUIDE OPTIONS - STANDARDS AND T GUIDE

If you have requested a ‘T’ Guide, fix to floor and insert a groove 20mm
deep and 5mm wide into the base of your door.
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Step 7
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Make sure that the door fits.
1. Insert the back hanger into the track
2. Slide along the Track
3. Insert the Front Hanger
4. Make sure the door moves freely and goes into the pocket.
* Note: At this time the door can be removed whilst the linings and
finishing touches are made. Door can be refitted at a later time and
the remaining steps can be completed.
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Step 8
With the door fitted, re-attach the 110mm piece of Track and screw in place.

Step 9
Tighten the Screws in the exposed end of the track.
* Note: Do not tighten the screws concealed in the pocket.

Adjust the Hangers so the door closes flush against the
Closing Jamb without any gaps.

Step 11
If using a standard Door Guide, fit to Split Jambs and adjust for
smooth operation.
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